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“To speak before knowing how to speak, not to be able either to be silent or to speak, 
this limit of origin is indeed that of a pure presence, present enough to be living, to be 
felt in pleasure [jouissance] but pure enough to have remained unblemished by the work 
of difference, inarticulate enough for self-delight [jouissance de soi] not to be corrupted by 
interval, discontinuity, alterity.” 
-Jacques Derrida, Of Grammatology, p. 249. 
“All this business of a labour to accomplish, before I can end, of words to say, a truth to 
recover, in order to say it, before I can end, of an imposed task, once known, long 
neglected, finally forgotten, to perform, before I can be done with speaking, done with 
listening, I invented it all, in the hope it would console me, help me to go on, allow me 
to think of myself as somewhere on a road, moving, between a beginning and an end, 
gaining ground, losing ground, getting lost, but somehow in the long run making 
headway.” 
-Samuel Beckett, The Unnameable, p. 307, 308. 
“When the threads of English development get entangled in a knot, which he seemingly 
can no longer cut by more political phrases, M. Guizot takes refuge in religious phrases, 
in the armed intervention of God. Thus the spirit of God suddenly comes over the Army 
and prevents Cromwell from proclaiming himself king, etc. M. Guizot saves himself 
from his conscience through God, and from the profane public through his style. 
“In fact, it is not merely a case of les rois s'en vont, but also of les capacités de la bourgeoisie 
s'en vont.” 
-Karl Marx, The English Revolution 
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Introduction 
Methodology is at the center of what you are about to read. Is it then, a text on 
how history ought to be written? Of course not. Every methodological intervention is an 
attempt to overcome a particular problem on the part of the historian engaging it. What 
was the problem in this case? 
Initially, this study began as an exploration of subject-formation, in classic 
Althusserian style. What are the characteristics of those likely to engage in “radical 
work” during the Civil War? What, in Marx’s terms, was the “mode of formation of his 
social relations, and of the mental conceptions that flow from them”?1 Immediately, a 
number of problems arose. First, Althusser’s theory of interpellation is most cogently 
applied to the modern bourgeois state, with its notions of a “public sphere,” nominally 
inhabited by citizens who participate in their own governance. To transfer Althusser to 
the Stuart dynasty, with its merely nascent merchant capitalism and public sphere, and a 
structural theory of its own regarding the social order (“the great chain of being”)2, risks 
doing great violence to the historical record of the period and/or reducing any heuristic 
strengths of Althusser to a mere pointing towards tendencies underlying early 17th 
century English society.3 Even more problematically, this would fall completely flat 
when confronted with the English Civil War, where the power of the great chain of 
being (if considered the ideology of the ruling classes) to enforce political obedience and 
                                                          
1
 Karl Marx, Edward Bibbins Aveling, Friedrich Engels, and Samuel Moore, Capital, (New York: 
International Publishers, 1974, Ch. 15, Footnote 4.) 
2
 For a short, but adequate (if, at times, overly philosophical) overview of the “great chain of being,” see 
James Daly, 1979, "Cosmic Harmony and Political Thinking in Early Stuart England,” Transactions of the 
American Philosophical Society, 69 :7(1979): 1-41. 
3
 With the implicit historical progressivism this implies. 
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conformity disappears almost overnight. Then there is the problem of how interpellation 
is to make sense of individual responses to events like the English Civil War. If 
Althusser’s  Ideological State Apparatus has broken down, what interpellates the 
subject? 
 Thus, I began a search for a way to talk about people in relation to the major 
historical event of their lives—an event in which their entire social order is profoundly 
unsettled for an extended period of time. How can one write about these individuals 
and preserve a sense of the becoming-event of the history in which they live? Chapter 
One is a detailed account of the methodology that I believe will enable this, most 
importantly, by writing about subjectivities instead of subjects. 
 There are two parts of this methodology which may seem controversial. The first 
is the narrow definition that Badiou gives to politics (it is the realm of the collective, 
working outside of state control). However, I must confess, that, inasmuch as I apply 
this definition to a large swath of 1640s England, I have taken a liberty with Badiou’s 
original definition, primarily to contrast this decade with those that went before it. 
 The second aspect of this methodology is the radical outlook on contingency 
borrowed from Quentin Meillassoux. However, I do not envision this contingency to be 
immediately applicable to all histories; instead, I argue that it is particularly useful for 
the type of microhistory which this is, as it offers insight as to what aspect of history the 
microhistorian is accountable. 
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 Lastly, in regards to the methodology question, the philosophy versus history 
problem goes both ways. Where I said initially that I sought methodology as a solution 
to certain questions about history, I believe the reverse to be true as well. Scholars who 
deal with the complexity of writing actual historical events from the evidence of real 
texts offer an opportunity to expand abstract projects like Badiou’s with historical 
refinement, if you will, just as Badiou offers his own benefits to history. This work is, in 
some ways, a proof of that. 
People who live through major political events will experience them differently. 
This work is a traveling text based history, exploring the questions of subjectivity in the 
time around the English Civil War. It is interested in how people are politicized, either 
in response to political events, or in anticipation of them. But most importantly, it is 
centered on the question of political communication. If the Civil War happens in a 
different way for everyone, what discourses can sustain a politics, and what kind of 
political action is meaningful? This is, at root, an attempt to relate print culture, 
subjectivity, and the political event, and this first chapter is the discussion of the 
methods which will be employed in this study. 
 Chapter Two deals with deciphering subjectivity and politics in the newsbooks 
of the 1620s in what Badiou would call a state-political situation. Of course, things are a 
little bit more complicated than that. 
Chapter Three is split into two parts. The first deals with subjectivity and 
pamphlet culture in the 1640s, taking a shared moment in the political interests of 
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Marchamont Nedham and John Lilburne to delineate different strategies for political 
engagement. The second part takes John Lilburne as a case study in the transformation 
of religious rhetorics into political rhetorics. 
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Chapter 1 
Subjectivity and the English Civil War 
 “Newsbooks are a reminder that the world where some men and women were 
treated as if they were born for others to ride isn’t so remote, and that in that world, 
writing was a  way of inventing the future.”1 
-Joad Raymond 
The political event is marked by an opening of the horizon of political possibility. 
Restraints fall away; something has happened, and everyone is pressed into the 
discussion of how to respond. Conversations impossible before occur all the time; 
conversations meaningless before acquire new and unexpected meanings. If, as good old 
Bismarck supposedly said, politics is the art of the possible, the political event ensures 
that more people get brushes on a bigger canvas. 
The second quality of the event is that it is contingent, or at least appears so to 
those who experience it. In the moment, it is unexplainable; all attempts to rationalize it 
occur post-festum. It is a kind of break in the order of things, a rupture in the everyday 
processes of history, if there be such a thing. 
The event is both a very large thing and something very small. The English Civil 
War, for instance, does it only begin with the first pitched battle in September of 1642 at 
                                                          
1
 Joad Raymond, Making the news: an anthology of the newsbooks of revolutionary England, 1641-1660, 
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1993) 25. 
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Edgehill?2 If you are interested in the question of dates and official histories, then 
probably so. But if you ask about the people of these histories, then maybe not. 
To conceive of the back story of two armies meeting on a field that pitted a king 
against his Parliament, is to consider this maybe not. Maybe not for John Lilburne, who, 
as a religious prisoner, was freed from prison by Parliament in 1640 over the authority 
of the hated Star Chamber.3 Maybe not for the 10,000 petitioners who lobbied the king 
for a Parliament in 1640.4 Maybe not for the Earl of Strafford, an unpopular advisor 
whom the king sacrificed to Parliament against his will when 5,000 armed 
demonstrators arrived at his palace on May 8, 1641.5 Maybe not for those five thousand 
demonstrators.  
When an ancient monarchy is overthrown in the name of a nominally 
representative body, when that same monarch is beheaded in the name of his people, 
and those people attempt to set up a republican commonwealth for the first time in their 
history, something has happened. When these events are connected to the growth of a 
news culture, to mass political participation, to the widespread growth of radical ideas 
about liberty and equality in a society hitherto organized by hierarchy, something even 
more important has happened—a political event, which is a situation in which more 
                                                          
2
 Michael Braddick, God's Fury, England's Fire: A New History of the English Civil Wars, (Penguin Books Ltd. 
Kindle Edition, 2008.)  
3
 Pauline Gregg, Free-born John; a biography of John Lilburne, (London: Harrap, 1961) 84. 
4
 Braddick, 117. 
5
 Braddick, 134, 138. 
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people have more agency to decide what kind of society they want. 6 Of course, in the 
English Civil War, not everybody got the same kind of agency. Even the Levellers, who 
were the largest of the radical groups operating in the Civil War, did not care much the 
political rights of women, though they counted them among their ranks.7  
The foundational analytic tool of this study is in Alain Badiou’s thinking on the 
relationship between people and events. What is subjectivity and what is the event? 
Badiou identifies in Althusser’s thought a striving towards “think[ing] subjectivity 
without the subject.” 8 This is key, because the subject does not exist outside of ideology; 
it is merely an ideological effect.9 Thus, the problem becomes, if the subject is the effect 
of state processes assimilable (for the Marxist) to the analysis of historical materialism, 
what is the space for revolutionary agency, for the new, for overdetermination? 
This is the space of politics, for which “this enigma of subjectivity without the 
subject [serves] as the intra-philosophical mark.”10 For Badiou, politics is rare, most of 
the time, society is organized under the sign of state politics, whose ideological effects 
have a tendency to reduce agency to an extension of processes. What is true politics, for 
Badiou? Badiou identifies four human truth procedures, that of art, which occurs in the 
realm of the one and produces pleasure as the name of its truth, that of science, which 
                                                          
6
 Christopher Hill’s The World Turned Upside Down remains the defining study of radical movements 
during the Civil War. See Christopher Hill The world turned upside down; radical ideas during the English 
Revolution, (New York: Viking Press, 1972.) 
7
 Andrew Sharp, The English Levellers, (Cambridge: University Press, 1998). Xix. 
8
 Ibid., 64. 
9
 “A subject is not a substance….A subject is not a void point either. The proper name of being, the void, is  
inhuman, and a -subjective . It is an ontological concept. Moreover, it is evident that a generic procedure 
is realized as multiplicity and not as punctuality.” Alain Badiou, Oliver Feltham, tr. Being and Event, 
(London: Continuum, 2005) 391. 
10
 Badiou, Metapolitics, 64. 
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also occurs in the realm of the one and produces joy as the name of its truth, that of love, 
which occurs in the realm of the two and produces happiness, and, finally, that of 
politics, which occurs in the realm of the collective and produces enthusiasm as the 
name of its truth.11 “An event is political if its material is collective, or if the event can 
only be attributed to a collective multiplicity.”12 Thus events are political inasmuch as 
they summon the collective to action. As this action is thought, “the situation is open, 
never closed, and the possible affects its immanent subjective infinity.”13 
To bring this to the point of the present study, the English Civil War occurs 
under the sign of a political event. It is, though not necessarily across its entire span, a 
suspension of some of the subject effects of the state14, and the inauguration of a political 
discourse addressed to the all.15 Subjectivity, as used in this study, is a name for the 
                                                          
11
 This is derived from Badiou’s basing his philosophy in Cantorian set theory, in which he counts “1, 2, 
infinity.” Also, it is necessary to consider the place of truth in Badiou’s thought. Truth is a chance 
“immutable excrescence” of a truth procedure. Since the subject (this language is germane to Badiou’s 
Being and Event, here he considers what  is the subject of truth procedure, not the subject of the ISA; as 
such, this term is equivalent subjectivity as used in this study) is both finite and within the situation (truth 
procedure), and truth is infinite (as it addressed to all, especially in politics as truth procedure), the truth 
“is an un-presented part of the situation.” There is no guarantee that the subject of the truth event will 
access this truth. The most that can be assumed of the subject in Badiou’s formulation is a “confidence” 
that the truth exists. In this spirit, this study will not be parsing which of its “subjects” knows the truth of 
the situation, merely positing that the English Civil War was a political truth procedure in which some had 
confidence of the existence of this truth. Badiou. Being and Event, 396-7. 
12
 Ibid., 141. 
13
 Ibid., 143. 
14
 For us this is only a name for whatever stabilizes and regulates a potentially political situation, not 
necessarily the modern state. 
15
 Even though this all was limited by the time, it obviously excluded women. The Levellers, the largest of 
the “radical” groups, spared little consideration for non-property holders as well. 
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political reactions of people to the event. It is without a subject inasmuch as it is founded 
in a collectivity and exists to propagate that.16 
However, of which English Civil War do we speak? This study uses the term 
English Civil War as a name for the period of English history between 1641, at the 
turning point in Parliament-Monarchy relations (vis-à-vis the Irish Rebellion and the 
Grand Remonstrance) and the opening of new fields of discourse with the publication of 
domestic newsbooks, and 1649, which Joad Raymond calls the “end of the line” for 
newsbooks and marks the rise of the commonwealth.17 This is particularly convenient 
for his study, as it is centered around print as a medium for investigating subjectivity in 
relation to the political event. 
And this is not an investigation of success or failure, but rather an attempt to 
identify the types of responses to the political event. Badiou, who is concerned with the 
action of the faithful subject who holds fidelity to the (political, in this case) truth 
procedure, thus reinscribing the results of that truth procedure within the situation, 
would perhaps be concerned with this type of judgment.18 This is due to the focus of his 
                                                          
16
 It is not a collective subject because it is a site for political action not under the sign of the Ideological 
State Apparatus. 
17
 Joad Raymond, The invention of the newspaper: English newsbooks, 1641-1649, Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1996, Clarendon Press, 20, 76, 77. Although the Third English Civil War does not end until 1652, the 
establishment of the Commonwealth and the effective enforcement of censorship means that 1649 is the 
year in which the death knell of the Civil War as a political event is sounded. 
18
 “Fidelity must not be understood in any way as a capacity, a subjective quality, or a virtue. Fidelity is a 
situated operation which depends on the examination of situations.” Badiou, Being and Event. 233. This 
denial of fidelity’s normativity in no way should be construed as meaning that fidelity has an accessory 
function to a truth procedure. Badiou, even as he may be seen as liminally situated on the materialist 
plane, is concerned to represent fidelity not as coming from some mysterious place in the nature of good 
human beings, but rather an operation undertaken by the subject in order to remain true to the event. 
“Fidelity is a functional relation to the event.” Ibid. The material techniques by which fidelity to an event 
10 
 
thought on the subject being the preservation for politics of the rigorous 
conceptualization of “militants of the revolutionary class struggle.”19 For the historian, 
however, it is of more interest to determine the range of positions subjectivity can take to 
the event. This gesture requires the return of Althusser’s interpellation, as extended by 
Michel Pecheux in Language, Semantics, and Ideology. Pecheux posits three modalities by 
which interpellation acts: identification, counteridentification, and disidentification. 
Identification is the “discourse of the ‘good subject’ who spontaneously reflects the 
[universal] Subject”; this subject freely consents to the Ideological State Apparatus (ISA). 
Counteridentification is the discourse of the bad subject who “’turns against’ the 
universal subject” with linguistic traces—“your social sciences, your Virgin Mary.” 
Pecheux identifies these two modes as in Hegelian opposition to one another and of null 
political value, as even the bad subject is determined in relation to the Ideological State 
Apparatus. He then proposes the disidentified subject, the revolutionary subject which 
is the realization of “a desubjectification of the subject.”20 
This is almost identical language to “subjectivity without the subject,” except the 
former is conceived from the pre-evental condition, and the latter presupposes the event. 
Thus, while the event has no subject-effects, and is the moment of choice for the political, 
there is obviously a connection between the disidentified subject of the ISA and Badiou’s 
subject faithful to the truth procedure. Now we can conceive of modes of a sort of 
                                                                                                                                                                             
or its inverses is maintained are not clearly outlined by Badiou, but is obviously the concern of historians 
interested in exploring the ramifications of his thought, and will be examined in turn.  
19
 Badiou, Metapolitics, 60 
20
 Michel Pêcheux, Language, semantics, and ideology, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1982), 156-8. 
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interpellation of subjectivity, defined by the subjectivity-without-the-subject’s reaction to 
the event. This involves a dialectic rearrangement of the terms of Pecheux’s modes of 
original identification, best represented graphically (see Fig. 1). Thus the revolutionary 
disidentified subject transfers to the identified subjectivity, which is faithful to the 
political truth procedure. The identified subject transfers to the disidentified subjectivity, 
which recognizes the truth procedure as operant, but works to end its operation and 
reinstate the ISA. Lastly, the counteridentified subject transfers to the counteridentified 
subjectivity, which does not recognize the operation of the truth procedure.21 
Overdetermination carries the promise of contingency. And those who have 
followed in Althuser’s footsteps have extended this promise. For Badiou, the event is 
“precarious,” and as such carries the kernel of the new.22 Therefore, contingency, as used 
here, denotes history as a site of the appearance of the impossible. This may seem 
obscure, but Quentin Meillassoux, who has dedicated his work to the question of 
contingency, should quickly clarify this. Meillassoux has rejected what he calls 
correlationism23, replacing it with a speculative materialism that elevates contingency as 
                                                          
21
 The transfers described here indicate only the tendency of the interaction between these regimes. 
Individuals within them may switch positions, even occupy more than one over the course, or, as this 
study will argue, at the same time. 
22
 Badiou 2005, 175, 177. “I will term evental site an entirely abnormal multiple; that is, a multiple 
such that none of its elements are presented in the situation.”  
23
 His neologism. He identifies correlationism as originating in the Kantian rejection of metaphysical 
thinking by noting that the metaphysical question can never occur outside of language, thus any 
metaphysical reasoning can never actually reach any outside to which it may pretend to refer. This 
elevation of the principle of reason vis-à-vis the implicit notion that the metaphysical question cannot be 
reasonably answered because of its inadequacy as a question, results in philosophy declaring that its 
purview is only those questions that can be reasonably answered, à la Wittgenstein, representative of 
what Meillassoux terms strong correlationism. In one phrase, correlationism is the philosophy which 
claims that no meaningful thought can comprehend that which lies outside of human experience. For 
Meillassoux, the disturbing implication of this is that philosophy cannot think the truth of scientific 
12 
 
the only necessity. The importance of Meillasoux’s rigorous definition of contingency for 
the discipline of history cannot be underestimated. In his own words: 
“'contingency' refers back to the Latin contingere, meaning 'to touch, to befall', 
which is to say, that which happens, but which happens enough to happen to us. 
The contingent, in a word, is something that finally happens -something other, 
something which, in its irreducibility to all preregistered possibilities, puts an 
end to the vanity of a game wherein everything, even the improbable, is 
predictable.”24 
Meillassoux is thus sensitive to a distinction that Badiou seems to work around, 
but does not articulate in Being and Event. That is the distinction between contingency 
and chance. Chance involves the “ontological enclosure of possibilities,” the thing that 
happens does so as the probabilistic selection of one option among a large but finite 
number.25 Contingency is not the same thing is chance; the thing that happens is selected 
from the infinite. 
As such, contingency is the thought of the unthinkable. Thus, for historians, it 
preserves the irreducibility of the event, both to preregistered possibilities and to the 
                                                                                                                                                                             
statements about the age of the earth, or evolutionary processes. His solution to this is not to retreat to a 
updated idealism, but rather what he calls speculative materialism, which claims that humans can 
generate meaningful statements about non-human experience once the principle of reason is discarded, 
replaced by the principle of unreason, in which the only necessity is contingency.  ”Our absolute, in effect, 
is nothing other than an extreme form of chaos, a hyper-Chaos, for which nothing is or would seem to be, 
impossible, not even the unthinkable.” For Meillassoux, there is no reason for things to exist, except 
unreason. Quentin Meillasoux, Tr. Ray Brassier. AFTER FINITUDE: An Essay on the Necessity of 
Contingency, 2008. 
24
 Ibid. 
25
 This reveals the distinction between Meillassoux’s thought and fatalism. The thing that happens is not 
the result of fate. The contingent is a selection from infinity, and has no reason for its selection. 
13 
 
effect of causes. It reveals the aim of a Rankean “objective” history to be a metaphysical 
one, and answers it not by asserting that humans cannot grasp with language the totality 
of what happened, but by arguing that there is, in effect, no necessary reason for the 
event. Now the statement that the event is the appearance of impossibility is made less 
obscure; the event is impossible vis-à-vis causality. 
It should be made clear that Meillassoux’s view of contingency is such that it 
does not mean that natural laws do not function; it is merely not necessary that they do. 
The same goes for history; the historical event will be composed partially of what we can 
understand as causes, but will contain an unmeasurable contingent excess.  
This does not, as it might at first glance, erase human agency from history. On 
the contrary, though humans do not have the ability to cause an evental site (because it 
has no cause, not because we cannot understand its cause), by fidelity to the truth 
procedure of the event, they may decide its “undecidability.”26 Although every event is a 
truth procedure, and, as such, an access to infinity (the same infinity of contingency), the 
political event is the only one which occurs on the count of infinity—the political event, 
to paraphrase Jameson, is the horizon of contingency. Thus, inasmuch as history is the 
study of the-thing-that-has-happened, it is a foray into the very heart of contingency. To 
quote Badiou: “Every politics of emancipation rejects finitude, rejects ‘being towards 
death’. Since a politics includes in the situation the thought of all, it is engaged in 
rendering explicit the subjective infinity of situations.”This is most literally a comment 
                                                          
26
 Badiou, Being and Event, 198. 
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on the way in which the even frees up the possible, even creating new and unforeseen 
possibilities within the site. 
 By embracing this radical outlook on contingency, history equips itself to grasp 
the singularity of the event. Contingency gives history a tool to resist the “state 
normalization” of the “evental site.”27 Each what-happened can be represented in its 
“point of subtraction from the state's re-securing of the count.”28  
This reconfigures history’s relationship to its materials. Far from freeing history 
from the obligation to organize and represent these materials (texts, memory, etc.) by 
virtue of every event being so contingent as to be unexplainable, it forces history 
towards a new and more intimate treatment of the same. For actions of the subject 
faithful to the truth procedure of the event are “at the intersection, via its [the subject’s] 
language, of knowledge and truth.”29 The subject cannot create a new language to 
address the truth procedure—her language30 is “’cobbled together’ from multiples of the 
situation”—an encyclopedia of determinants.31 Thus history’s fidelity to its materials is 
necessary precisely because of the subject’s finite engagement with the infinite situation. 
History cannot claim to understand subjectivity unless it can use its materials to 
                                                          
27
 Ibid., 176. 
28
 Ibid., 174. The event negates the ability of the state to comprehend the situation, and contingency, in 
the hand of the historian, is the conceptual tool, by which post-festum, the historian can safeguard the 
event. 
29
 Ibid., 406. 
30
 Which, obviously, should be taken to refer to the subject’s set of conceptual apparatuses. 
31
 Ibid., 397, 403. This is true for Badiou because, while the situation is infinite, the subject engages with it 
finitely. “Every finite presentation falls under an encyclopaedic determinant.” 395. 
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coherently represent the language by which the subject engages the event. This is a high 
calling that the present work can only claim to aspire to. 
Derrida suspends more concretely what subjectivity means for history, especially 
since the sources of this study are printed texts. Derrida describes a process wherein, 
through writing, all signifieds “enter the game” of “the play of signifying references.”32 
Writing “comprehends” language; thus, writing has always engaged in a violent 
disruption of the connections between signifier and signified in language.33 Language 
has responded by an equally violent effort to comprehend writing and control the text 
by means of a metaphysics of presence that connects the authenticity of being to 
language and underlies all metaphysics.34 Writing works to undermine all metaphysical 
truths, which are supported by logocentrism.35 
 With the outline clear, I suggest the following synthetic reading of the bodies of 
Derrida and Badiou, as already extended through Meillassoux. This is both to 
familiarize Badiou, through the more familiar work of Derrida, and to propose for the 
consideration of subjectivity in the text. In order to facilitate their mutual intelligibility, 
Badiou is read through graphocentric deconstruction and Derrida is read through the 
insights on contingency arrived at above. 
First, three suggestions as to similarities: 
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1. There is the immediate similarity between Badiou’s concern with subjectivity 
without the subject and Derrida’s play of signifiers. Both effect the disconnection 
or deconstruction of the assumed “natural” relationship of the terms in question.  
2. Both conceive of a new temporal relationship between their meta-concepts. 
Derrida argues that writing effectively precedes language (in its comprehension 
of it). Meillassoux, through the necessity of contingency, sets the event before the 
state. 
3. Each privileges action within one of their meta containers (for Derrida, writing, 
for Badiou, the event). This action is given aleatoric connotations: “play,” for 
Derrida; for Badiou, a “wager” on “chance… of encounters.”36 The other 
privileges stability, as in the subject-effect of the state in Badiou, and the 
metaphysical truth (which claims to fix meanings, just as the state claims to fix 
subjects) of language. 
Finally, four propositions as to connections: 
1. Obviously, there is a strong connection between the state and logocentrism, 
reinforced by the recurring myth of the handing down of the law, fixed in 
meaning, and not subject to a truth procedure, that founds the state. On the basis 
of their shared action, event and writing also share a connection. If event and 
writing have mutually overlapping fields of action, then I propose that they 
share other effects, which leads to the following propositions. 
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2.  Writing tends away from a subject effect. 
3. The free play of signifiers can generate the subjectivity without the subject. 
Finally, as the subject of this study is text and subjectivity in a political regime, it is 
necessary to have a conceptual framework of a public. This, and its double, the 
counterpublic, this study borrows from Michael Warner. While he recognizes other 
types of publics, he is particularly concerned with the publics that are created by texts. 
He defines them by several features, including self-organization, relation among 
strangers, personal and impersonal address of speech/writing, among others.37 His 
framework becomes extremely useful when understanding both the different forms of 
information circulation at work in England of the 1620s and the underground Puritans 
before the Civil War. 
 
The subjects of our subjectivity, the spoken-by-language, occur in three groups. The 
first is Nicholas Bourne, Nathaniel Butter, and Thomas Gainsford, who are responsible 
for the printing and editing of one of England’s first newspapers. The second is John 
Lilburne, the Leveller organizer and pamphletter. The third is Marchamont Nedham, the 
sometime parliamentarian newspaper editor. Here are short biographies of them for 
your reference. 
I. Nicholas Bourne, Nathaniel Butter, and Thomas Gainsford 
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Nicholas Bourne (ca. 1584-1660). At the age of seventeen, Bourne apprenticed to a 
London printer. In 1608, he inherited the concern, and became a member of the 
Stationers’ Company in 1616. With Nathaniel Butter, he is best known for being one of 
the earliest and longest surviving printers of newsbooks in England; in the mid-twenties 
he produced news under the title Mercurius Britannicus, a name later popularized by 
Marchamont Nedham. From 1632 to 1638, he was disallowed from publishing news; his 
reentry into the market lasted only two years. His Civil War Years were quiet; he 
returned to his original love of selling theological works and became the master of the 
Stationers’ Company, and a relatively prosperous printer before his death in 1660.38 
Nathaniel Butter (1583-1664). Nathaniel Butter was born into the bookselling trade; by 
1605 he was set up in late father’s shop. He was a provocative businessman; he was 
disciplined by the Stationers’ Company in the pillory sometime before his accession to 
membership at the same time as Bourne. With Bourne, he became the longest running of 
the early English coranto printers. His business repeatedly got into scrapes with the law; 
he visited prison several during the 20s and 30s. After his partnership with Bourne 
ended in 1640 with Butter in debt, he spent much of the next two decades in straitened 
circumstances, in and out of jail.39 
Thomas Gainsford, Captain (baptized 1566-1624). Born in a gentry family, Thomas 
Gainsford likely attended Peterhouse, Cambridge. In the 1580s and 90s, he served in the 
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English and Dutch armies on several tours. For most of his life, he was plagued by debt. 
In the 1610s, after spending the previous decade touring Europe, he turned to literary 
work, but was unable to find a patron, or employment with the East India Company, 
which he sought. At this point, in 1619, he found the employ of Nathaniel Butter as a 
writer and editor. He was investigated by the privy council on suspicion of having 
authored the seditious pamphlet Vox Populi. He likely continued to edit until his death 
in 1624 of spotted fever. He left behind a reputation as a man of the news; even 
garnering an allusion from Ben Jonson.40 
II. John Lilburne 
John Lilburne (1615?-1657) John Lilburne was likely born in 1615 to a modest 
landholding family in Sunderland. He had the privilege of attending  grammar school 
before entering apprenticeship with the Puritan Thomas Hewsom, a clothier. In 1636, he 
found a closer relationship with his Christianity, likely under the influence of Dr. 
George Bastwick, a prominent anti-Episcopal. This was the beginning of a challenging 
for Lilburne, as he was tortured and jailed in 1638 for distributing Bastwick’s anti-
Episcopal literature. He was freed in 1640 by the Long Parliament, and immediately 
threw himself into the bustle of political activity in pre-Civil War London, where he 
became an important leader. In September 1641, he married Elizabeth, who was to 
actively aid her husband throughout his trials in the 40s. He served as a captain in 
Parliament’s army from July 1642 to his capture in November. Upon his release in 1643, 
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he rejoined the Eastern Association at the behest of Oliver Cromwell. Throughout late 
1643 and 44, several of Lilburne’s key relationships in Parliament began to deteriorate, 
especially with Lilburne’s entry into political polemic with an attack on his old and 
powerful ally William Prynne, a Presbyterian. Presbyterian efforts to silence him 
initially; he was too well protected. Eventually, his allies were not able to protect him 
from the Lords sentencing him to prison for slander in 1646, from which he was not 
released until 1648.  
Lilburne’s long imprisoned further estranged him from his former allies. He became 
acquainted with the Royalists who shared his prison with him, and published in favor of 
mercy for the King. All the while, he was refining his political sensibilities, and working 
with men on the outside, like William Walwyn and Richard Overton, to organize the 
Levellers and publish radical political pamphlets. Upon his release in 1648, he worked to 
effect a union between radicals in the New Model Army and radicals in London to 
attempt to check the power of the army, but was thwarted in these efforts, and was soon 
returned to jail in 1648. 
He was tried for treason in 1649, where he convinced his jury, to the outrage of his 
judges, that he should be freed. Lilburne attempted to live a quiet life under the new 
regime, but a quarrel with Sir Arthur Heselridge in 1651 over land, led to his 
banishment to the Netherlands. He returned illegally in 1653 to help with the reviving 
Leveller movement, but was promptly sent to jail to await trial for treason. He was 
effectively imprisoned till he died in 1657. 
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Lilburne was both a skilled organizer and a prolific polemic. Some found him difficult to 
get along with.41 
III. Marchamont Nedham 
Marchamont Nedham (1620-1678) Marchamont Nedham was an only child born in 
Oxfordshire. He received his BA from All Souls College, Oxford in 1637. He shortly 
moved to London, and spent some time in Gray’s Inn, where he learned law. In 1643, 
with Thomas Audley, he was put in charge of the newsbook Mercurius Britannicus, 
intended to be the Parliamentarian response to the Royalist newsbook Mercurius Aulicus. 
He quickly excelled at creating hard hitting anti-Royalist propaganda.  
After a run-in with the House of Lords in 1646 over some harsh words he had said about 
King Charles, Nedham was fined and jailed for a short time. After his release, Nedham 
took a year off to practice medicine, where his political studies in the context of the 
capture of Charles led him to conclude that the Independents of Parliament should 
make an alliance with the King in order to keep the worrisome Presbyterians in check. 
Acting on this, he began to edit Mercurius Pragmaticus, a Royalist newspaper. This 
attracted the ire of many of his former allies on the Parliamentary side. After being 
arrested in 1649 for writing against Pride’s Purge, he turned his allegiance to the 
Commonwealth, although he soon became critical of the Rump Parliament. Between 
1650 and 1660, he edited Mercurius Politicus, a highly popular state arm of media. At the 
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Restoration of Charles II in 1660, he likely fled to the Netherlands, but later obtained a 
pardon to return to London, where he practiced medicine, writing pamphlets 
occasionally, until his death. 
 Equipped with the tools of subjectivity, identification, and contingency, we can 
began to understand how these men, sketched by rudimentary biographical terms, come 
alive and move in politics—how they subvert and reinforce the interpellating norms of 
their day. We began with the newsbooks of the 1620s, with the Thirty Years’ War on the 
continent, and Englishmen desperate to find out what was going on. 
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Chapter 2 
The Birth of the English Newsbook: Text and Subjectivity 
“I will not trouble you…with…the motives, causes, effects, alterations, or any 
other circumstances of the wars…, but come roundly to the present business, and 
tell you what is now a doing, and what is likely to follow.” –English Newsbook 
from 1622.1 
Although the English Civil War baptized the English newspaper, the 
proliferation of which in the period stands as testament to the distinctly political 
character of the Civil War, its birth lay earlier, in the 1620s. While the rise of an English 
newsprint culture is not a political event of the magnitude of the English Civil War, it 
bears political ramifications. This print culture rises to its height in the early 1620s, 
before stagnating, then dropping off precipitously after the Charles I ordered a cease to 
printed news in October 1632.2 Thus, when the newsbook re-emerges at the start of the 
Civil War, the term baptism is perhaps too mild; it is a re-birth, and, as such, a re-
inscription of the political effects of the original. This chapter explores this politics and 
what this might mean for the public sphere before the Civil War.3 The first group of 
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characters, Nathaniel Butter, Nicholas Bourne, and Thomas Gainsford are called to be 
the guinea pigs of subjectivity.4 
The first English printed newsbooks are the corantos of the 1620s, whose birth 
pangs were the hunger of the Protestant English for news of the Thirty Years War, 
enjoined in 1618.5 If the birth of the English newspaper in the 1620s is less properly 
political than its reemergence at the breakdown of relations between Parliament and the 
king, this is not due to a lack of political engagement on the part of the English. There 
was much interest in Europe’s big religious war, coupled with consternation over James 
I’s standoffish policy and pursuit of the Spanish Match.6 The English demanded 
information, yea, news, and the newsbooks of the early 20s met that demand. But 
despite James’ concern with controlling unlicensed communication, there was no split 
between king and parliament, no rebellion. 7 Interest in politics, even political action, 
does not necessarily free politics from the state. Thus, the appearance of the English 
newsbook was a quasi-political event. It involved a collectivity, generated a subjectivity, 
yet it did not rupture the site of the state. Nevertheless, it is still useful for analyzing 
subjectivity and politics, especially in the relationship between this new medium and 
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older, scribal forms of news communication, as well as other types of information 
circulation of the period. 
It may be objected that censorship, as a major restriction of the 1620s English 
newsbook, makes it even more inconsequential as a political movement. And, yes, the 
Stationers’ Company allowed the printing of only foreign news.8  But foreign news can 
have domestic effects, and while English gentlemen read reports on the actions of 
foreign armies on the continent, they read indirectly the inaction of their Protestant king 
and his son’s dalliance with a Catholic princess. Additionally, by presenting news in a 
publicly sold format, it began to divorce the public sphere from the informal, secretive, 
and often highly privileged networks of scribal news transmission.9  
The corantos, which began in 1620 as broadsheets printed in Amsterdam to be 
distributed in England, were soon being printed by English printers either cribbing 
directly from foreign editions or based on their model.10  Though the output of the 
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corantos was at first irregular, they were distributed on a somewhat weekly basis—a 
basis that became more regularized under the direction of Nathaniel Butter and others in 
1622.  
This regularization of output is not the only similarity that these corantos share 
with modern newspapers. Joseph Frank notes that the title pages11 of these corantos 
anticipate the modern headline in both the use of synopsis and the highlighting of 
sensational items.12 Since one of the thrusts of the present work is to avoid implying 
simple linear succession between the past and the present, this seems to be asking for 
more critical examination. However, it is essential to recall how measured Frank’s work 
is in relation to the scholarship of his forbears and contemporaries on the subject of the 
establishment of the English newspaper.13 Leona Rostenberg, in her 1965 study of early 
printing in England devotes a chapter to the partnership of Nathaniel Butter and 
Nicholas Bourne, calling them the “first masters of the staple,” highlighting their 
importance in the growing market for pamphlets, news, and tracts under James I. She 
gives them “the establishment of the modern press” and the title of “first newsmen to 
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the [English] people.”14 She stands at the head of a tradition that has venerated Butter 
and Bourne. Some of this tendency comes from a misunderstanding of the chronology of 
the newsbook due to a late discovery of sources, as when by a combination of being 
misinformed and hyperbolic, J. B. Williams wrote in 1908 that with the news partnership 
of Thomas Archer and Nicholas Bourne in 1622 “commences the history of British 
Journalism.”15 
But while men like Bourne and Butter have featured prominently in traditional 
accounts of British print history, they have suffered from neglect at the hands of political 
historians, especially the revisionists, who have relied heavily on manuscripts (in 
particular, state documents)16 to pursue their project of resisting a long term causation of 
the English Civil War.17 Thomas Cogswell, in face of this neglect, has called for a 
reclamation of printed work in historical study of the Stuart dynasty.18 Recent 
scholarship has been more sensitive to this. Richard Cust’s “News and Politics of Early 
Seventeenth Century England” explores the connections between the development of 
print and manuscript news culture and the English Civil War.19 With her “‘Fair And 
Balanced’ News From The Continent: English Newsbook Readers and the Thirty Years 
War,” Julia Schleck takes early newsbooks under serious study, examining the “formal 
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features and implied reading practice” of newsprint to ask how “the ‘truth’ sought from 
news changes over the period 1580–1632” and undercut notions that “that knowledge 
production in the seventeenth century was the sole domain of an intellectual or artistic 
élite.”20 This work embraces these recent developments, going further to claim that 
printed matter offers a privileged insight into the question of subjectivity as posed 
here.21  
The stationers (printers and booksellers), who were clustered around St. Paul’s 
Cathedral in London, were organized through the stationers’ company, which licensed 
their production. This geographical and economic centralization explains the rapidly 
shifting partnerships that characterize the first years of newsbook production. These 
partnerships included that of Thomas Archer and Nicholas Bourne, who was apparently 
capitalized in this venture by Nathaniel Butter; Nathaniel Butter and William Sheffard; 
and, finally, and most lastingly, Nicholas Bourne and Nathaniel Butter, who began 
working together sometime in 1622.22 By 1624, this last remained the only members of 
the Stationer’s company printing a newsbook.23 
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Although the first Butter weekly dates to 1621 (the earliest available is from 
September 24)24, this survey focuses on those from 1622 and ‘23, as this marks the period 
when the weeklies took a distinctive visual style and editorial voice. Before this, English 
weeklies claim to be nothing more than faithful copies (or translations) of Dutch 
productions (which remained sources even as the newsbooks evolved)25, humbly 
printed on one sheet, listing events in an objective, skeletal fashion: “The Pope’s galleys 
are gone to Gaeta and Messina, but the galley Saint Peter stays at Gaeta.”26 By 1622, the 
weekly no longer credited a link to foreign printers, emphasizing in its place an editorial 
role in publishing reports of a “sure hand…seconded and confirmed by others.”27 The 
weekly has also expanded—that of June 13th contains 16 sheets, and the style, both 
literary and visual, matches this expansion.28 
Neither Butter nor Bourne was the first to publish weeklies in this more elegant 
format. That honor might perhaps go to the partnership of B. Downes and William Lee, 
who issued weeklies of similar length, ornamentation, and style as early as 1621.29 As an 
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aside, it might refine one’s understanding of Rostenberg’s characterization of Butter’s 
ability to “scent the literary trends of the days” to note this suggestion of a double 
imitation: first of the Dutch news printers, then of the expanded format of William Lee.30 
The printer is a businessman and has a product to sell. 
Joseph Frank notes that the cost of printing weeklies was “kept down by the use 
of cheap type and paper and simple typography.”31 While it is safe to assume this to be 
the norm of weekly production, the more visually distinctive of the weeklies deviate 
from this norm in interesting ways, most notably in the area of typography. The 1622 
Butter and Bourne weeklies extended the ornamental repertoire of Lee’s weeklies—an 
example of which from October 1621 features an intricate drop cap “C” and a woodcut 
header on the first page.32 This extension resulted in print artifacts of striking 
ornamentation for documents designed to bear the ephemeral current of events. Drop 
caps, of both simple and complex varieties, were liberally used [Fig. 1]. Of note is the 
fact that there were several varieties of complex drop caps in use. It could be that the 
printers of these weeklies recycled more sophisticated type from other jobs.  The 
weeklies employed a recurrent, but slightly variant from issue to issue, stamped pattern 
to head and divide text [Fig. 2]. But the most impressive visual element of several of 
these 1622 weeklies was printed on the reverse of the title page: a full page rendition of 
the seal of the Order of the Garter [Fig 3]. Perhaps, this seal was printed to reassure its 
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English readers of their chivalrous heritage as their nation stood on the sidelines as 
Europe erupted in war. 
 
 
Fig. 1. Top, complex Drop Caps. Bottom, Simple Drop Caps from Butter’s 1622 
weeklies.33 
 
Fig. 2. Woodcut header.34 
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Fig. 3. Example of Seal of the Order of the Garter.35 
Whatever the reasoning behind the inclusion of this particular seal, it plays its 
part in the presentation of a document that is much more substantial, both in size and 
content, than the weeklies of the prior year. Another device used by printers of the 
period, but not Nathaniel Butter, to distinguish their product was to print a few lines of 
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Latin poetry on the reverse page of the title. This practice is a direct importation from 
Dutch models, and is first used by the partnership of Nathaniel Newbury and sometime 
Butter associate William Sheffard in their edition of July 2, 1622, in which they quote 
four lines from Seneca.36 At this point during the year, at least three English printed 
newsbooks were in competition: the one mentioned above, that of Nicholas Bourne and 
Thomas Archer, and Nathaniel Butter’s concern. Just over two weeks later, Nicholas 
Bourne and Thomas Archer upped the ante with 8 lines from Boetius Metro.37 While 
Butter never seems to have taken up this particular practice, he did seem anxious to 
visually distinguish himself from the common “pamphletter of news.”38 Historical 
understandings of the materiality of the newsbook have emphasized their 
insubstantiality. For Reostenberg, the newsletter of the 1620s was, “hastily digested and 
quickly forgotten”39, for Richard Cust, “ephemeral and frequently open to correction.”40 
However, this gives us a picture of printers in competition with one another, anxious 
grab their customer’s attention with artifacts of substance and beauty, culture less apt to 
be immediately disposed of by the reader as soon as the news changes. 
But competition, or at least direct competition with other products of the same 
format, was not the only motivating factor for the “common pamphletter” to distinguish 
himself. The printed newsbook of the 1620s arrived on a scene that already distributed 
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news, both foreign and domestic, in manuscript form. Manuscript circulation, which 
existed alongside the printing press, produced verse miscellanies, music, parliamentary 
compilations, separates (which were often tracts or speeches), and newsletters.41 The 
absence of licensing for private correspondence meant that manuscript culture could 
range over a much broader gamut of topics. Parliamentary proceedings, which were 
theoretically secret, became increasingly open to the public through the work of 
informally distributed diaries and more formally distributed parliamentary separates 
and even parliamentary newsletters.42 Newsletter editors compiled all types of news for 
the benefit of their informal and secretive networks of readership, usually composed of 
country gentlemen who desired news of the city and Parliament. Newsletters were often 
duplicated en masse by scribes in scriptoria, possibly up to several hundred copies a 
week, although the format maintained the fiction that it was merely a letter between one 
gentlemen and another.43 
Rumor, libel, and conspiracy theory formed another aspect of “informative” 
manuscript culture in the 1620s. Although much of this culture spread orally and was 
not written, some of it has survived.44 These include a number of libels written against 
the unpopular Duke of Buckingham, analyzed by Alastair Bellany, who with Thomas 
Cogswell has argued for the importance of conspiracy theory and libel as ways of 
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spreading conceptions about current events in Jacobean and Caroline England.45 Thomas 
Scott’s conspiracy theory pamphlet Vox Populi, which expressed opposition to the 
Spanish Match and was first printed in 1620, was later circulated in manuscript form.46 
This manuscript transmission of Vox Populi indicates that the boundaries 
between oral, manuscript, and print news culture were permeable. Other evidence 
confirms this. Handwritten seperates detailing parliamentary proceedings were 
answered by printed petitions, at least until the practice was shut down by the 
government in 1624.47 Customers of manuscript newsletters could well be customers of 
corantos.48 And the editors of the corantos themselves were assembling and translating 
newsletters from the continent.49 For a time, the newsletter writer John Pory even shared 
his address with Nathaniel Butter.50 
 However, the arrival of print news did create new reading strategies, and ways 
of thinking about news, and their audiences did not necessarily overlap. The newsletter 
offered news to an exclusive community—roughly speaking, the governing classes, and 
the newsbook, sold in public to anyone with 2 pence, promised to erode the social value 
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of true news and the thrill of knowing something that others did not.51 Additionally, the 
newsbook could far outstrip the circulation of the newsletter. Bourne and Butter’s likely 
averaged about 500 copies a week.52 However, it is unlikely that newsletters felt directly 
threatened by the newsbook, as they remained a highly profitable enterprise for some 
time; rather, it became an opportunity to mark themselves as high status goods, worth 
much more than a cheap newsbook. Lord Scudamore paid up to 20£ a year for John 
Pory’s newsletter in 1631-32, which works out to about 7s8p per letter, a sum which 
would purchase nearly a year of a London printed newsbook.53 And newsletter writing 
could be a very profitable enterprise, in 1640, Edward Rossingham was estimated to be 
making 500£ per annum, whereas Butter and Bourne seem to have vacillated from 
periods of reasonable existence to mere survival.54 
Who was able to read newsbooks? Attempts to track literacy in Early Modern 
England face limited evidence and interpretational challenges55 that have led David 
Cressy, perhaps the foremost scholar of the issue, to speak in terms of illiteracy, rather 
than to engage in unwarranted extrapolation of literacy. He finds that women exhibit 
high rates of illiteracy (around 95 %). Illiteracy is low among the higher ranks and 
clergy; the growing ranks of tradesmen exhibit highly variant rates of illiteracy; and 
while illiteracy was high in rural areas, even this was subject to difference, as 
husbandmen (tenant farmers) exhibited extremely high rates of illiteracy while yeomen 
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(free-holding farmers) had relatively low rates of illiteracy, bottoming out at around 10% 
in 1630. As alluded to above, cities also had relatively low rates of illiteracy; at the eve of 
the Civil War, London had an illiteracy rate of 28%, while Cornwall, at the same time, 
had an illiteracy rate of 72% and Middlesex that of 62%.56 
Obviously, these illiteracy rates cannot simply be reversed to calculate a literacy 
rate (since signing one’s name does not necessarily indicate the ability to engage a 
printed coranto). However, it can be safely assumed that, at least in London, there was a 
significant portion of the male population able to participate in the public sphere by 
reading, and that this group included tradesmen, and the like, unlikely to have access to 
the manuscript newsletters. A somewhat larger group would have been able to partake 
of printed news and opinion either directly by having it read to them, or indirectly by 
word of mouth.57 
In light of the market for manuscript news, its higher status, and its broader 
purview, Butter had to respond with visual strategies that differentiated and marked his 
product. In this light, we might consider his introduction of an editorial voice, a first in 
English printed journalism. This voice may not have been Butter’s per se; Joseph Frank 
suggests that this voice is the work of Captain Thomas Gainsford, who had been 
working for Butter since 1619.58 A financially troubled ex-soldier, Gainsford died in 1624 
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of the plague, but not before leaving his mark on the early English newspaper, enough 
so to merit multiple mentions from playwright Ben Johnson, who referred to him in one 
epigram as “Captain Hungry.”59 In an unprecedented editorial foreword that begins the 
June 13th edition, he (likely Gainsford) lays out a methodology of news collection and 
presentation, almost a contract of what the reader should expect from the newsman. 
Against “the uncertain reports of partial news-mongers, who tell everything as 
themselves would have it,” he assures the reader that they will publish nothing 
unconfirmed by “a sure hand…, seconded and confirmed by others.”60 Gainsford goes 
on to assure the reader that they will not publish “peremptorily” “what we receive in 
doubtful terms,” an assurance to avoid the sensationalism of popular ballads and 
polemical tracts like Thomas Scot’s Vox Populi, for which Gainsford had been 
investigated on suspicion of authorship.61 Where the newsletter quoted at the head of 
this chapter promises to stay away from too much analysis but get right down to the 
news, Gainsford goes a step further. He promises to lack partiality, to “keep near to the 
Laws of History, to guess at the reasons of actions by the most apparent presumptions,” 
and to take care with the accurate reporting of places and distances, confident that no 
“pamphletter of news will take the like pains.”62  Here, he equates accuracy in reporting, 
not with the lack of analysis, but with the insertion of a trustworthy editorial voice. 
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Gainsford makes two notable references to his audience in the June 13th edition. 
“We knowing all men desirous of news, be it either good or bad, have purposed (so far 
as the power of Authority shall license us) to publish the weekly occurrences which 
come to our hands.”Additionally, the publishers count among their clientele the 
“gentleman soldier,” who are begged to not be offended if the partners misrepresent 
military science.63 Here, three crucial points stand out. First, the customer of news is 
represented as buying news for its own sake, not whether it be favorable. Second, that 
the discourse includes a nod to the fact of censorship indicates a minimum level of 
political awareness on the part of their customers. Third, the figure of the gentlemen 
soldier is particularly intriguing. Is this the prototype of Thomas Felton, the lieutenant 
who assassinated the Duke of Buckingham in 1628, who spent much of his time before 
the assassination going to booksellers buying tracts and pamphlets and discussing the 
news?64 
The visual touches used by both men in 1622 evidence a need to differentiate 
one’s products in an increasingly saturated news market. The editorializing arguments 
noted above indicate something further—that the partnership saw their customers as 
developing increasingly sophisticated strategies for news consumption. Whereas, in 
1621, printers expected their customers to be pleased with unadorned one-sheets that 
openly cribbed from Dutch models; in 1622, they expected them to be sensitive to issues 
of bias and to interrogate a publisher’s methods of news collection. In short, for the 
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publishers, the consumer of 1621 expected to be merely informed by the news; that of 
1622, to be well informed. In spite of references to “Captain Hungry” and their later 
struggles,65 Butter and Bourne’s news business was doing reasonably well at this point, 
whatever the reasons for their expanded and refined format. On October 15, 1622, they 
helped to found a syndicate of stationers in which they reserved for themselves a 
prominent place. In September 1624, they became sole publishers of this group.66 
Although internal politics in the Stationers’ Company is obviously part of the story of 
this success, it would be foolish to underestimate the partner’s ability to create a news 
discourse responsive to a developing news consciousness. 
What are the ramifications of this for politics and subjectivity? Manuscript 
newsletters, dependent on personal relationships for production and transmission, and 
existing in a liminal space between public and private, lacked the address to all required 
of a fully political discourse.67 “Their power and influence would be in inverse 
proportion to the extent of their circulation”; this is not the sign of a discourse addressed 
to all.68  This does not mean that it was free from (state) political effects; the 
correspondence of newsletters kept gentry in the country connected to the capital in 
London.69 On the other hand, the libels and seditious pamphlets referenced earlier also 
had limited potential for a public politics, on one count because of their illegality, on the 
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second, because, as Michael Warner notes, gossip “dissolves the strangerhood essential 
to public address.”70 The newsbook, on the other hand, freely available for sale at the 
booksellers and offering a discourse explicitly in converse with a public of readers, 
implicates an entirely different type of politics. Those who came to purchase newsbooks 
would encounter other consumers of the material, and interact with the publishers, who 
were responsible for their distribution. This, in turn, created what Love has called 
“communities of the book” and identified as a phenomenon of print culture.71 This 
community extended beyond the mere purchasers of these newsbooks, as they were 
shared within London and mailed to friends and relatives in the country.72 
Newsbooks extended and transformed the interest on which they were founded 
to create a subjectivity of their own—a print subjectivity in which publisher and 
consumer negotiated a common, public framework. By necessity as freely sold products, 
newsbooks were addressed to all, but that address had to develop over time.73 With the 
appearance of the editorial voice, one of the effects of writing we theorized in Chapter 
One becomes apparent. It is not the voice of Thomas Gainsford, the subject, who speaks 
to us from the page of the coranto, but rather a subjectivity that is generated among the 
play of the text to appeal for the accuracy of news that may bear little favorable relation 
to the reader’s worldview. Julia Schleck writes that this new community of newsbook 
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readers began demanding Catholic news to supplement the flow of Protestant news, in 
order to try to grasp a fuller understanding of the situation.74 This stands in marked 
contrast to the reading strategy implied by something like Thomas Scott’s Vox Populi, 
which presents a fantasy of foreign events in order to confirm his readers in their faith; 
instead, we find readers who demand accuracy in their news, whether or not it confirms 
their worldview.75 
As noted, the boundaries between oral, manuscript, and manuscript, and print 
culture are permeable, and many individuals inhabited more than one at a time. This is 
where the reward of the conception of subjectivity grounded in the text, not necessarily 
in an individual subject, becomes apparent, especially in periods, like 1620s England, in 
which public political action is difficult for most.76 These developments in the voice, 
content, and style in newsbooks are representative of a certain kind of limited truth 
procedure, in which the proto-identified77 subjectivity of newsbooks creates the 
possibility for the development of disidentified subjects more so than the other methods 
of information transmission at work in the period. 
Even Charles I’s administration recognized the political power of the newspaper. 
In the summer of 1627, in an effort to manage the news that was coming out of 
Buckingham’s campaign against the French at the Îl de Ré, the government gave one 
Thomas Walkley the rare opportunity to issue a journal of news from France under the 
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line, “Published by Authoritie.”It was full of favorable reports on the doomed campaign. 
Simultaneously, Butter and Bourne, who were not so positive about the Duke and his 
forces in their coverage, had their shop searched, and Butter spent a short time in jail.78 
This was but premonition of the crown’s six year suspension of the partner’s right to 
print news in 1632.79  
Even more importantly, this propagandistic function of the newspaper 
prefigures the partisan re-inscription of the newspaper in the English Civil War, when 
that truly political site offers a much more explicitly contestable political terrain. It 
demonstrates how, even in the limited definition of politics used here, there is a politics 
before politics. This chapter offers a glimpse of how text generates subjectivity that, in 
turn, creates subjects who can begin to think a meaningful politics other than that of the 
state. It is to the realization of that in the 1640s to which we now turn. 
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Chapter 3 
Political Texts and the English Civil War 
Part I 
Pamphlets and Modes of Identification 
 “But who, since the act against bawdy-houses, hath allowed him this public 
 brothel in his mouth.”1 –Anonymous attack on Marchamont Nedham from 1650. 
 “Laws sacred, national, and most humane/ Illegal are, if Jack (the Jew) 
 complain…O! J burn in Hell.”2 –Equally anonymous attack on John Lilburne 
 from 1653. 
 Chapter Two left with a promise that the newspaper would be reborn with the 
English Civil War. In July 1641, as the first summer for the Long Parliament was on its 
way, it abolished the Star Chamber, effectively ending government control of the press, 
which would not be reinstated until March of the following year.3 In November of 1641, 
the first domestic newsbook appeared, in the context of the public debate over the 
Grand Remonstrance, titled Heads of Several Proceedings, a record of parliamentary 
business.4 
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 Yet this rebirth of the newsbook yielded an entirely different product that 
entered an entirely different world. These newsbooks were highly partisan, 
propagandistic documents. Parliament and the King found it necessary to enlist the 
press as a means to control information, encourage and direct their supporters, and 
confuse and demoralize their opponents. In January 1643, the royalist Mercurius Aulicus 
was first published; the Parliamentarians responded in August with the Mercurius 
Britannicus, edited by the young Marchamont Needham.5 These had been preceded by a 
multitude of titles, and were joined throughout the war by many more. As partisan 
documents, they “were prone to printing stories which were basically untrue.”6 Quality 
of printing had declined (title pages were quickly discarded, and the new works had 
inherited none of the journalistic style of the earlier corantos.)7 While newsbooks 
inherited an audience from the corantos, they also found new and enlarged audiences 
(what has been noted so far should indicate that reading strategy for the newsbooks of 
the 1640s is completely new).8 
The ideological work of newsbooks was supplemented by pamphleteers. The 
opinions of men from King Charles himself to the Leveller John Lilburne were printed in 
cheap pamphlets that were easy to print and distribute.9 These pamphlets covered many 
topics, from transcriptions of speeches and debates, to records of trials, to the relation of 
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propaganda about the evils or weakness of the opposing forces, to opinion writing on 
the Civil War. Pamphlets quickly became a preferred medium for radicals, dissidents, 
and royalists to make interventions in the political discourse on the civil war. Jason 
Peacey draws the distinction between political polemic and political propaganda in print 
production, the former being material that only seeks to advance a particular political 
viewpoint, and the latter including material that advances a political cause in 
connivance with some figure who stands to gain therefrom.10 
Michael Warner, again, helps to conceptualize the difference between pamphlets 
and newsbooks with regard to the idea of temporality of circulation and publics. He 
locates periodicals as taking advantage of the temporal regularity of their appearance to 
tap into the contemporaneous nature of public discourse.11 This is why newsbooks in the 
1620s proved so rewarding in the study of subjectivity, and a similar study of pamphlets 
would not have had similar results. However, in the 1640s, in a much more political 
landscape, pamphlets do have a role to play in the public sphere. 
However, whether polemic or propaganda, both the newsbook and the pamphlet 
played a complementary role in cultivating and maintaining a public sphere that lent to 
the Civil War its properly political nature. Since Chapter Two was concerned with the 
newsbook and periodical circulation, we will turn to the pamphlet in this chapter, both 
for the sake of variety, and its length and genre promises to offer deeper insights into the 
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question of subjectivity in a political event. This chapter will compare two Royalist/semi-
Royalist texts by Marchamont Nedham and John Lilburne, respectively, both men who 
began the war as Parliamentarians. 
John Lilburne, the radical Leveller, and Marchamont Nedham, the sometime 
Parliamentarian newspaper editor, had much in common. For one, as the selections that 
began the chapter demonstrate, each was able to provoke vitriolic attacks on their 
reputation. Both men came to Civil War young (Nedham was the younger of the two, 
having been born in 1620) and of little reputation (again Nedham was the more obscure; 
the fall-out from Lilburne’s run-in with the Star Chamber in 1638 spurred his 
acquaintance with the Parliamentary power-players who were to be so important to his 
rise). Both rose quickly to prominence, Lilburne as a key political organizer of the 
London masses, and Nedham as editor of Parliament’s newspaper, the Mercurius 
Britannicus.12 Both men were imprisoned as a result of their political activity, mostly 
writing. They were both extremely prolific writers with ready access to the press; 
between 1642 and 1649, Lilburne, if one counts An Answer to Nine Arguments, written 
either in ’39 or ’40, but not published until 1645, published an even fifty pamphlets. 
Nedham’s output, at sixteen in the same span, may appear to be more modest only if 
one forgets that he also edited two newspapers in the period, the Britannicus from ’43 
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to’46, and the royalist Mercurius Pragmaticus from ’47 to ’49. This ready access to the 
printed format on the part of both men bodes promise for them as subjects of the study 
of subjectivity in print outlined in the last chapter.13 
Their similarities went more than skin deep. As noted above, both began the 
Civil War as Parliamentarians with biases towards and allies amongst the 
Independents.14 As convenient, they worked together; most likely, in 1645, Nedham 
published, with his own preface, Lilburne’s hitherto unpublished Answer to Nine 
Arguments, as a counterattack on William Prynne, an enemy of the Independent faction 
in Parliament.15  By the mid-40s, both found themselves on the outside of the 
Independent faction, estranged from former allies, imprisoned, or flirting with 
Royalism.  
This shared moment of concern with Royalism for both Lilburne and Nedham is 
the jumping off point for this study of subjectivity. But this pretense that this 
consideration of their similarities is somehow normal must first be dispelled, for history 
has treated them very differently.  
Lilburne has a historians’ fan club. Although a recipient of mixed reactions in his 
lifetime, the worst he will get today is the cold shoulder from some revisionist 
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historians, and he is loved by historians from all over the spectrum, from liberal to 
Marxist.16 His modern biographer, Pauline Gregg, ends the examination of a section of 
contemporary commentary on Lilburne’s with a kind, but chastening, quote from one 
Samuel Chidley, “he was like a candle lighted, accommodating others and consuming 
himself,” as if this banality dismisses all criticism. She concludes her study by calling 
him the “first English Radical.”17 On the other hand, Nedham’s biographer, Joseph 
Frank, makes himself clear from the start, “I find him sophisticated, many faceted, 
unpredictable. Along with all commentators who bother to mention him, I also find 
Nedham venal and unprincipled….”18 Nedham’s changes of allegiance throughout the 
civil war have made historians see him as a greedy turncoat.19  
So commentators have found Nedham’s change of loyalty in support of 
Royalism, but Lilburne gets a free pass for his abandonment of Parliament, even if he 
only flirts with Royalism? This does not seem entirely fair. Joad Raymond has suggested 
that there are larger ideological consistencies within Nedham’s movements, and this is  
an excellent start to which the study of subjectivity promises to add.20 
To set the stage, in April 1646, Charles I had escaped the Parliamentarian siege of 
Oxford to surrender himself to the Scottish Covenanters. In January of 1647, the 
Covenanters handed him to Parliament in exchange for £400,000. On May 31, Coronet 
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Joyce took charge of the king on behalf of the New Model Army, as a bargaining chip for 
the New Model Army against Parliament.21  
This year is the ground for the shared, and nearly synchronous, experience of 
Royalism for Lilburne and Nedham. We meet Lilburne in 1646 in the Tower of London, 
to which he had been sent by the Lords at their leisure on June 11, on a charge of slander 
raised by Colonel King, whom Lilburn had reported for .22 In the fall of 1646, prison 
rules were relaxed, and Lilburne took the opportunity to associate with his fellow 
prisoners, many of them Royalists, men such as Sir Lewis Dyve, Sir John Glanville, Sir 
William Morton, Sir Henry Vaughan, and Sir John Strangeways.23 Lilburne got on so 
well with these men from the opposite of his political alignment that they conspired 
successfully to force their warder John White sign a recantation of his attestation of 
Lilburne’s authorship of several controversial works and a regret of his treatment of 
Lilburne in Newgate.24 
Nedham had also spent a portion of the year imprisoned in the tower. His final 
edition of Mercurius Britannicus, out the 18th of May, had offended the Lords, who were 
responsible for the licensure of print. He was able to secure his release after two weeks 
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with a £100 bond and a promise to not write again until the Lords were pleased. Thus, 
for a short time, he retired from the public eye and took up medicine.25 
His broke his silence with The Case of the Kingdom Stated, According to the Proper 
Interest of the Severall Parties, published anonymously in June of 1647. In it he promotes a 
“marriage of convenience between Royalists and Independents.26 He argues the interests 
of four parties: the King, the Presbyterians, the Independents, and the City of London to 
support his case for reconciliation. By no means, however, is his argument designed to 
appeal equally to all parties; he says of the Presbyterians: “I have added your interest 
out of pity to your condition, [that you may]…preserve yourselves (if you please).27 The 
Independents are a different story. To them he writes, “You who are lifted more 
immediately under the Prince of Peace, ought not to prosecute your interests,” but 
“remain on the defensive till your just liberty be confirmed.”28 The King himself is 
exhorted to embark on a new course. “Were you abroad among your old council, you 
should not reap much of the truth of Your interest.” This echoes a pattern by which 
writers attributed the faults of a King to his councilors, which would presumably leave 
the king feeling unthreatened by any criticisms leveled. 
The bulk of Nedham’s argument for the King’s interest has to do with what he 
sees as an overlap between the Independent’s desire for religious toleration and the 
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King’s desire to avoid Presbyters meddling in the civil government. The Independents 
are “the only friends to Civil government…., leaving it wholly in the hands of the 
magistrates and pleading exemption in none but their church way.”29 Additionally, the 
king would provide a way for the restoration of liturgies, by which those displeased 
with their disappearance could be reconciled to the kingdom, while at the same time 
providing reassurance to the Independents that their liberty of conscience would not be 
trodden upon.30 
In considering the interests of the Presbyterians, Nedham launches an 
excoriating attack on Presbyterian thought in which he sees, by way of their concern 
with civil government, “popery” and “a monster.”31 Ecclesiastical conformity, he argues, 
is a “grand cheat” that while it “ever pretend[s] a plausible end of cementing the state 
against division,” is truly “the mother and nurse of all divisions.”32 The interests of the 
Presbyterians is, at base, to “counter-work the King,” by “divisions,” “heretics,” and 
“schismatics,” to “shipwreck us in the haven.”33 
For the Independents, Nedham reiterates the argument for the interests of the 
King. They seek to “maintain a church without any assistance from the Kingdoms of the 
world,” thus, unlike the bishops and presbyters, they do not “stand competitor with the 
magistrate.”34 Thus, they are, in Nedham’s view, a “balancing power” between two 
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parties who are irreconcilable. It is thus in their interest to union with whatever party 
should procure the “most indulgence and little or no scandal.”35 This, he concludes, is 
the “Royal-Episcopal” party; despite the “brotherly amity” between Presbyters and 
Independents on “principles of faith,” the Presbyterian drive to base this amity upon 
“uniformity in the letter” slights “that glorious unity of the Spirit.”36 
The city is the final interest considered by Nedham. “Her sole interest is a free 
trade.”37 It would not be in the interest of London, as a trading city and endowed with 
its own military power in the form of the militia, to ally itself with a power likely to 
disrupt the order of things, as already “wise men whisper, as if they [London] meant to 
found a new religious democracy, by resolving the coordinations of power in the Lord-
Mayor, Aldermen, and common council into a popular senate.”38 He cites the great 
wealth of London as that which incites the “jealousies of states and princes.”39 Thus, 
London must stand apart, lest it not be held responsible for “the odium of a second 
war,” and have her “purses exhausted”40, only to be the target of a “unanimous design 
of revenge.”41 
The inclusion of London is a particularly novel part of this already unique line of 
argumentation. Nedham recognized the growing strength of money and commerce as a 
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term that exists outside of religious division, as having an interest of its own. However, 
the theme that unifies Nedham’s work here (far more than any sort of equivocation) is 
that of reconciliation. And it is only the careless reading of reconciliation that equates it 
with equivocation. Nedham places reconciliation as the normative goal of the English 
political process, and sacrifices much to that goal. Everywhere, differences are 
diminished, ignored downplayed, by a logic that treats not the interests of the parties as 
they appear to themselves, but by the ascertainment of their “true interests” by 
Nedham’s act of “discovery.”42  This will prove to be very valuable shortly, but one 
initial observation should be made. This is the first of Nedham’s texts to explicitly 
reference Machiavelli43, and it would be remiss to dissociate the focus on the 
determination of the interest behind interests from Nedham’s study of Machiavelli.44 
This would implicate Machiavelli as a founding figure in the critique of ideology, which 
could indicate indirectly why Machiavelli has been so stigmatized in the West—not 
because he advocated an amoral politics, but because he developed the figurations of a 
critique of ideology that could, at times, resemble what has been called by Marxists, 
“praxis.”45 
 But this wanders. Equally important to note about The Case of the Kingdom Stated 
is that between its writing and publication the king was captured by Cornet Joyce for the 
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New Model Army.46 This did not assuage Nedham’s newfound enthusiasm for the 
monarchy, as he went underground to begin to publish Mercurius Pragmaticus in 
September of 1647. It is plausible that the king’s capture sealed in Nedham’s mind what 
action was required in order to achieve the reconciliation he wrote of (or that the 
Independents were not working toward that balance), and that he took it upon himself 
to balance the power that the king lacked and the Independents had in abundance. 
Regardless, Mercurius Pragmaticus enters as powerful balancing act; its wit and daring 
had Parliamentarians scouring the country for him, at which he mocked.47 Nor was even 
this the end of Nedham’s Royalism. He is believed to be responsible for the pamphlet, 
The Levellers Levell’d, a title which showcases his wit and cannot but be read as a parody 
of a titling style to which Lilburne seemed dearly attached (see The Resolved Man’s 
Resolution, The Just Man’s Justification).48 
Meanwhile, Lilburne had remained in prison, amid a growing rift between him 
and the Independent faction, worried that his erstwhile supporters “had fallen off both 
from him and their first principles.”49 Jason Peasey notes that Lilburne’s bond with his 
fellow prisoners was more than merely about protesting poor prison conditions, but 
based on a shared perception that the growing strength of Parliament threatened 
England.50 
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So it was, that even before Nedham published his first Royalist text, Lilburne, in 
April 1647, with Charles still held by , published Plaine Truth Without Fear or Flattery. To 
call this a royalist text would be inaccurate; as Pauline Gregg puts it, “Lilburne was in 
fact, asking for the King what he consistently demanded for himself”—a fair trial. It is 
more accurate to describe it as a direct attack on the Presbyterian faction in Parliament 
that considers in its purview the plight of a king, who, like Lilburne, was being denied 
his freedom to serve Parliamentary factionalism. 
Lilburne’s consideration of the Presbyterian faction is very similar to Nedham’s 
in rhetorical ferocity. They “vow, and not pay…, feign, flatter and play the hypocrite, (I 
had almost said the devil).”51 His pamphlet has little cut-out quips, like those one finds 
in a modern magazine: “The Scots [Presbyterians] have made more of the King, then 
Judas did of the King of Heaven.”52 However, when Lilburne falls to dealing with the 
theological niceties of the situation, he outshines Nedham. This, is his territory. 
And even though Lilburne does not explicitly use the interest (factional) 
language, his analysis is up to a certain point very similar to Nedham’s, except that he 
takes a little more seriously the “danger” of Presbyterianism. Lilburne even calls out the 
interest of “that old ass the city [London}, whose freedom and elections would be under 
the threat of a Presbyterian government.53 All in all, very similar, although Lilburne 
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drops a few lines about how certain people should be hung. One imagines that this kind 
of language is what made it difficult for Lilburne to stay out of prison. 
It is when Lilburne arrives at the subject of the king that he starts to say 
something truly different from Nedham. He introduces the subject by noting that, in the 
absence of the king, the strong willed in parliament take upon themselves kingly power. 
He does not speak on behalf of the king’s interests, per se, but rather to point out the 
treatment of the king as an instance of this arbitrary power, which by deferring 
settlement with, or his punishment, such as may happen, defers the moment of 
acknowledging its arbitrary nature. However, like Nedham, Lilburne sees the situation 
as uncomposed; the king and his people open a breach in the Kingdom.54 
But his solution is entirely different from Nedham’s. Instead of Nedham’s 
calculus of which combination of acknowledged power groups will most easily coalesce 
to reform the state, he issues a call to the people: “Let us…apply ourselves to put an end 
to their tyranny, treason, and Lordliness.” “We the free commons of England, the real 
and essential body politic, or any part of us, may order and dispose of our own arms, for 
our own preservation and safety.”55 
This is what fidelity to the truth procedure of politics means in England of the 
1640s. And while modern observers may want to poke holes in this call to arms—while 
the free commons of England  may not actually be a name for the all of politics, it 
recognized a much larger space for politics than Nedham did, while calling for 
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resistance to any efforts that claimed to end the disorder England was in only by closing 
this space for politics. Thus, Lilburne’s text can be seen as representative of the identified 
subjectivity under the regime of the event, anxious to block any efforts to close down the 
evental site before the promise of its truth is realized. Conversely, Nedham’s text is 
representative of a disidentified subjectivity that puts the resolution of the break in the 
state at a very high priority. 
However, this should not necessarily be read as damning Nedham. This is a 
description of an ideological position vis-à-vis the event, not an accusation of venality or 
betrayal. This author believes that there is a legitimate case to be made that The Case of 
the Kingdom Stated shows other reasons for Nedham’s work for Royalist causes than 
betrayal. 
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II. 
Religious Rhetoric and Politics 
 “Finally, a subject is at the intersection, via its language, of knowledge and truth. 
Local configuration of a generic procedure, it is suspended from the 
indiscernible. Capable of conditionally forcing the veracity of a statement of its 
language for a situation to-come (the one in which the truth exists) it is the savant 
of itself.” –Alain Badiou.1 
Where is it meaningful to speak of the outside of the event? John Lilburne was, 
as has been demonstrated, a faithful subject to the event, demonstrating confidence in 
the value of pursuing the truth operation.2 Yet, this is no guarantee that he will ascertain 
the truth of the event, as this is “woven” from “chance.”3 The event is, at one level, pure 
contingency, but the subject’s response is further removed from that contingency. The 
means by which the subject remains faithful to the event is through the use of her 
language. This language is engaged in the construction of texts which interrogate the 
situation, producing truths unconnected to the subject-language’s ostensible referents 
and a subjectivity also mysterious. 
 Thus, language is the outside of the event. We have examined writing in the 
event as the production of texts that access the event truth by rationalizing subjectivities 
within the free play of signifiers. This indicates a hypothetical: if the argument is that the 
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political and its publics are based in writing that generates a subjectivity without the 
subject4, then what of the sites before the event—are they characterized by a lack of 
writing? In short, does the event inaugurate writing as has been studied to this point? 
 No. It is not useful to see politics as a fall into writing; this awakens the 
metaphysics of presence with a vengeance.5 The preceding historical investigation into 
the origin of newsbooks also puts the lie to this. Even at sites that do not offer 
themselves as full-fledged political events, writing works to cultivate subjectivities. This 
action of writing is constrained, however, by the lack of a proper situation in which to 
work.6   
The most notable of the discourses at work before the English Civil War is the 
heterodox Puritan and underground religious discourse. Formed over thirty years in the 
muted debates between Arminians, Antinomians, and the nascent Puritans and 
Separatists, this discourse had been consolidated in the 1630s over debates about Charles 
I’s Archbishop Laud, who was too high church for Puritan tastes and which radicalized 
many moderate Puritans who had been reluctant to agree with their more contentious 
brethren.7 This suggests the existence, prior to the Civil War, of a counter-public of 
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religious heterodoxies, overlapping, but largely invisible to the state.8 John Lilburne 
himself was involved in this community; it was his attempt to distribute Letany, a 
pamphlet by the Presbyterian physician John Bastwick that attacked the bishops that 
initiated his troubles with the Star Chamber in 1637.9 
This counter-public, or underground, spontaneously became public as the forces 
that had kept this discourse confined began to deteriorate in 1640.10 Almost immediately, 
religious radicals forced underground in the thirties “resurface[d] and beg[a]n to 
organize and proselytize.”11 In the words of Peter Lake and David Como, “now 
‘underground’ really could become ‘public sphere’..., the active membership of the 
godly community or Puritan underground [was transferred] onto the wider stages of 
civic and national politics.”12 From the start of the breakdown in relations and opening 
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of the horizon of the political, the radical Puritans were politicized. They conducted 
mass demonstrations. Additionally, as Keith Lindley reports: 
“Parish zealots throughout London were to be among the most reliable and 
energetic supporters of parliament’s war effort, acting as assessors and collectors, 
making loans and contributions, contributing horse for parliament’s cavalry, or 
fighting in its forces.”13 
Here is the promise and sign of the event, in which communities of disidentified 
subjects cultivating a counter-public discourse can rapidly take on political roles at the 
advent of the political event. 
Lilburne was part of this politicization from the start. In this respect, he was not 
Nedham—he did not need to be called to service. On May 3rd, 1641, he featured 
prominently in demonstrations of several thousand people against the Earl of Strafford, 
one of the Charles’ advisors who was considered to have worked to thwart the Long 
Parliament, the Parliamentary trial and eventual execution of whom was a decisive 
point in the road to Civil War.14 Later that summer, he “smuggled some seditious 
pamphlets out of the Fleet, to be scattered among apprentices in Moorfields during the 
Whitsun holidays, calling upon them to assault Laud’s palace.”15 By the end of the year, 
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he had injured himself leading an unsuccessful charge of apprentices on Westminster 
Abbey in an effort to free imprisoned apprentices.16 
This section investigates Lilburne’s use of the Puritan/religious language in order 
to make sense of the event of the English Civil War and investigates the way that 
language changes over the period. Certainly, Lilburne’s early work was articulated 
within the radical Puritan framework that would be integral to the Independent faction 
of Parliament. In one part of this framework, there is evidence for the transformation of 
religious rhetoric into a more explicitly political form even before Lilburne. Here are the 
gathered churches, one of which counted John Lilburne’s wife Elizabeth as member, a 
few scattered separatist congregations throughout London who derived their name from 
the fact that they “gathered” congregants from a broad area, instead of just one parish. 
They had traditions of lay-preaching and egalitarian impulses. The Saint Savior 
separatists were among the first to express the notion that “they only owed obedience to 
the king in civil matters.”17 Also of note is the consistent political radicalism of many of 
these congregations.18 For instance, the Baptists Lambe and Chillenden, early radicals 
themselves, were to become Levellers late in the decade.19 
Considerations so far point toward one consistent fact—John Lilburne begins the 
war, just as his Puritan confreres, as a radical. His language may be insufficient to 
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comprehend the scope of the situation, but this does not indicate that he is not confident 
of the truth procedure at the beginning of the war.20  
It should be noted that an inadequate language is not the only reason John 
Lilburne does not appear as a radical until later in the decade. For this consideration 
Jason Peacey’s “John Lilburne and the Long Parliament” is a welcome development in 
the scholarly treatment of John Lilburne.21 Peacey notes the tendency of some scholars to 
read back, as it were, Lilburne’s political statements from the late 40s to create a picture 
of him as an isolated radical.22 Instead of this sort of posturing, Peacey argues in favor of 
ignoring the “propaganda” Lilburne built up around himself; instead, paying attention 
to Lilburne’s involvement in factional parliamentary politics in the 1640s.23 This shifts 
the focus away from the later 1640s, when Lilburne was isolated and seemingly very 
radical, to the early 40s, when Lilburne was getting along quite swimmingly with certain 
factions of parliament. 
This allows one to develop a more balanced approach to Lilburne and 
understand more concretely exactly what issues drove Lilburne and the Long 
Parliament irreconcilably apart. For instance, in 1645, when Lilburne writes from prison, 
“For my part, I look upon the House of Commons, as the supreme power of England, 
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who have in them that power that is inherent in the people,”24 the context Peacey 
provides allows this decidedly novel political doctrine to appear not as a sudden and 
unexplained radical turn for Lilburne, but as a formulation in response to Lilburne’s 
erstwhile Independent allies not being as forthcoming with aid in his struggles with the 
House of Lords.25 
From this ground, one can return to Lilburne’s “propaganda.” Lilburne was 
involved in a broad range of textual production during the forties, from religious 
polemic (“An Answer to Nine Arguments,” 1645) to political prescriptions 
(“Foundations of Freedom,” 1648).26 This study restricts itself to the close study of two 
texts Lilburne wrote at different times in response to his sundry imprisonments 
throughout the decade, as these provide a unique example of the changing use of 
religious rhetoric.27 Three features of these texts deserve attention: Lilburne’s rhetoric of 
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martyrdom, his political development, and his growing sense of a parliamentary 
betrayal of the “truth” of the civil war.  
First, a contrast. 
In 1641, Lilburne wrote after his whipping by the Star Chamber in 1638, “Many 
of my friends, who exceedingly rejoiced to see my courage,… asked me how I did. I told 
them, as well as I ever was in my life. I bless my God for it; for I felt such inward joy and 
comfort, cheering up my soul, that I lightly esteemed my sufferings.28 
In 1645, imprisoned again, Lilburne wrote to the keeper of Newgate, Mr. 
Wollaston:  “I am a free man of England, and therefore not to be used as a slave or vassal 
by the Lords;… I cannot, without turning traitor to my liberties, dance attendance to my 
Lordship’s bar, being bound in conscience, duty to God… to oppose their 
encroachments to the death, which by the strength of God I am resolved to do.”29  
Obviously, the genre of these texts differs. One is a martyr testimony, to be read 
by the faithful for encouragement. The other is a personal letter to a prison warden, to 
ask for better treatment. Thus, a difference should not be too surprising. But it is also 
important to remember that both of them, the testimony and the letter were printed 
pamphlets in search of a public. And the difference is worth remarking on: in the first, 
Lilburne exists completely within the experience of Christian martyrdom, basking in 
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God’s “inward joy and comfort,” in the second, God is more distant, and Lilburne 
equates political action with his conscience. 
This seemingly random selection of texts suggests a pattern that is borne out by 
further investigation. The first Lilburne text has already been quoted from, it is The 
Christian Mans Triall, first printed in 1638. It was reprinted in December 1641 after 
Lilburne’s release from prison, which is the only edition to survive.30 This reprint, the 
first of Lilburne’s works to be printed in the period from 1641, indicates how integral 
Lilburne’s status as a martyr was to his rise as a political figure, especially since an 
edition of the second part of a Christian Mans Triall (titled: A Worke of the Beast) had also 
been printed in 1638.31 The second Lilburne text is from 1646, and is entitled Liberty 
Vindicated Against Slavery. 
 The Christian Mans Triall is prefaced by William Kiffen, a Baptist minister, who, 
like Lilburne had been an apprentice in London.32 It begins with an account of Lilburne’s 
arrest (as the result of his companion in tract smuggling betraying him), and subsequent 
incarceration at the hands of prelates, who, by virtue of their drinking and swearing, are 
“a company of knaves.”33 Lilburne recounts how he endured interrogation and even 
torture (he was publicly whipped) with the help of God. 
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 Nicole Kelly identifies within martyr literature a tendency to invoke a “view 
from above” that lays “the idea of God’s providential control” on the act of martyrdom. 
In this martyr writing sees the martyrs as fulfilling a special path God has prepared for 
them, and the genre becomes a privileged access to understanding the divine workings 
of the universe. This perspective is effected by two rhetorical devices which she 
identifies at work in martyr writing: “the recitation of scriptural formulae,” and the 
martyr’s “mimetic identification with Christ” and his sufferings.34 
All of these devices are at work in Lilburne’s text. Lilburne, when writing of an 
older, frailer prisoner who had been granted some liberty, notes that he is still 
imprisoned, then immediately writes, “in regard I see the over ruling hand of my good 
God in it.” What “might seem to the world, to be a great and heavy burden, yet to me it 
hath been a happy condition.”35 Thus, he claims that he has assumed God’s way of 
looking at his condition. Before he is taken to be whipped, he writes that he meditated 
on three passages of Scripture, which he gives to the reader.36 “And this I counted my 
wedding day, in which I was married to the Lord Jesus Christ,” Lilburne writes of his 
whipping; his testimony is “written with part of mine own blood,” recalling the 
Christian connection between blood and the sacrifice of Christ.37 
But there is more to the Lilburnian martyr text. What has gone unremarked is 
how suffused with textuality A Christian Mans Triall is. Lilburne continually represents 
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himself not primarily as a suffering martyr, but as engaged in the act of writing the 
perfect text of martyrdom, with God’s help, of course.38 This is not to argue that Lilburne 
did not actually suffer, but that his actual written project cannot penetrate to the core of 
that suffering, as it is blocked by the textuality of Lilburne’s actions while suffering. For 
example, during his public whipping,39which he bore “with …patience and 
cheerfulness,” Liburne “felt not the least pain, but said, ‘Blessed be Thy Name, O Lord 
my God, that hath counted me worthy to suffer [for] thy Names’ sake.”40 Of course, the 
irony is that the suffering for which Lilburne is worthy, occurs only at the level of the 
text, as he claims no pain. There is a charming moment after the whipping in which 
Lilburne, back in his cell, ‘lapses’ for a moment and confesses a desire to faint. 
Immediately (the next sentence), the Tipstaff of the Star Chamber arrives to garner a 
confession from him. Whereupon, Lilburne recovers immediately to assure him that he 
will not be confessing.41 
 This trait of Lilburne’s writing can be characterized as a naïve, yet deliberate 
tendency to play the very game of writing, as Derrida defines it, in which “the signified 
always already functions as a signifier.”42 Lilburne’s writing of writing in the martyr text 
highlights not him as a subject, for it is only by misdirection and slippage that the reader 
can ‘feel’ a human presence in this superhuman performance, but a subjectivity that he 
has, at some point, been the site of. It is presented as a personal experience in an entirely 
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impersonal way—it is no accident that these are the very terms by which Warner 
describes discourses that can generate publics, except that he writes it to indicate the 
address of this discourse.43 This indicates the existence of a personal/impersonal site of 
discourse. 
 Of course, in the martyr text, this subjectivity is engaged in inspiring other 
believers to fulfill the site of the martyr as the truth event for a certain kind of 
Christianity. But Lilburne uses very similar tactics in non-religious ways. For instance, in 
Liberty Vindicated Against Slavery, a political tract decrying the cruelties and illegalities of 
the prison system, including debtor’s prison, Lilburne injects a page describing his 
experience with prison keepers and their infringement on his privacy and liberty (which 
included their necessary presence at the performance of “conjugal duties” at spousal 
visits.)44 Lilburne’s mastery of rhetoric at this point is such that he does not display the 
ridiculous give-aways that characterize his earlier text, but it is not hard to spot what is 
going on. For one, he refers to himself in the third person. Even more tellingly, he 
concludes his story, “Thus you may see that who ever … writeth in defense of Law or 
Liberty…, his life or liberty, or both, is called into question.”45 Here is the same move as 
in the martyr text, though less exaggerated: Lilburne, when he wanted to, wrote from 
personal experience in a way that connects it intimately with the larger thrust of the 
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text.46 Thus, the transposition of this underlying logic of Lilburn’s martyr text can be 
safely marked down as part of the encyclopedia of determinants with which he engaged 
the English Civil War. 
 Liberty Vindicated Against Slavery reveals other things as well. In his stirring 
condemnation of how England’s penal system denies the rights of Englishmen, he 
articulated a broad legal framework, from the Magna Carta, to the Petition of Right, to 
writing on English law derived from readings of Edward Coke (1552-1634), the famous 
English barrister who had dared to declare King James subject to law.47 This contrasts 
quite favorably with his political literacy in A Christian Mans Triall, the extent of which 
seems to have an ill-grounded opposition to swearing a legal oath.48 Alan Orr 
characterizes Lilburne’s political development in the period as an “ongoing and 
sometimes subjectively reactive process” shaped by the nature of imprisonment.49 Liberty 
Vindicated Against Slavery supports this notion, as the first part of this chapter’s 
investigation into Lilburne’s exploration of Royalism.50 This allows another aspect of the 
political to come to the fore—it allows not only the increased political participation of its 
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participants, but it also encourages the extension and refinement of one’s political 
discourse.51 
This study ends with a final statement from Liberty Vindicated Against Slavery, 
where Lilburne asks, “Is this the reformation so long looked and wished for by the free 
borne people of England? Thus to spoil the prisoner and cannibal like to feed fat upon 
the flesh of our brethren?”52 
Written by a man locked in a miserable prison by the forces of the very political 
event that had set him free, this could almost read like a coded, “This is not what I 
signed up for.”Yet Lilburne’s political subjectivity was not languishing alone. These 
texts circulated with the help of friends from the outside and engaged publics that  
responded in various ways to these challenges to hold to some truth of what this 
breakdown between Parliament and the King meant. Even today, when we read this, we 
form some sort of public to this subjectivity, formed so long ago, under conditions 
beyond our grasp.   
This chapter has shown that subjectivity helps us to understand two somewhat 
baffling trajectories in the English Civil War. Nedham’s seemingly contradictory 
political movements gain resolution under the rubric of a disidentified subjectivity, and 
the transformations of Lilburne’s writing says much about the process of fidelity to a 
political truth event.  
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Conclusion 
Subjectivity, as we have examined it at the intersection of event, text and public, 
has enabled close, contextual readings of period texts that restore their freshness and 
recover some of the urgency of the political decisions of people who lived some three 
hundred odd years in the past. While the framework used to inform this study may 
strike some at first glance as overly narrow, it has yielded unexpected treasures. We 
have discovered hitherto unsuspected connections between religious and political 
discourse of the time. Marchamont Nedham has gained a deserved, if modest, 
rehabilitation as his political action shave become more legible. Even if he was venal and 
prone to use his periodical medium in brilliant, yet unethical ways, we have seen him 
take his  own argument for reconciliation seriously and suffer for it. And back in the 
1620s, we have uncovered truly beautiful specimens of print journalism operating in 
political ways, where the consensus has been that print journalism of the period was 
cheap and forgettable. 
Where the method has proved too restrictive, I have erred on the side of history, 
although, often, if a reading felt forced, it was because I had taken insufficient care in 
developing it. Overall, I believe that the formal framework used succeeded in setting off 
these gems of the past in lights they are rarely allowed to give off. It is not common to 
see close readings of Marchamont Needham and John Lilburne in concert. 
This work also evidences the extent to which men like John Lilburne felt the 
challenge and promise of their times. Too often, John Lilburne and countless others of 
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the period have been reduced to token radicals, stooges, etc. The question must be 
asked, for whom is this event more important: for those who must live with its direct 
consequences or for us who only feel the English Civil War very indirectly? 
Did this study merely switch the terms of reduction, amassing lists of identified 
and disidentified subjectivities for plugging into an abstract calculus? If so, then it has 
failed. 
However, I do not believe this to be the case. The crucial question informing this 
study has been whether there is any meaningful way to talk about participation in 
politics that can avoid reducing political actors to the instruments of their social 
conditioning. Is there any place to rigorously talk about agency? We have seen the text 
as the site of this agency—a place for subjectivity to began to detach itself from the 
controlling effects of ideology. 
This strikes me as an incredible promise for work on political participation. 
People do work politically, under certain circumstances, and being able to identify and 
understand these circumstances allows scholars to be more faithful to the world of their 
subjects.  
In the end, the things that have happened happened, and the tendency of our 
contingency to forestall that is, in the end, limited. Yet, I hope I have been able to 
preserve some sense of the possibilities in the air—at least a faint trace of their odor, so 
that we will recognize them when they come to us. For if there is anything true in the 
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preceding sixty pages, it points to the fact that we, even we, are not beyond history, not 
beyond politics, not beyond hope. 
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